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Introduction 

I begin with [he origin of the cosmos: 

Long ago, in the time before chere aisced Heaven and Earth, there was only figure 

without fo rm. Obscure, dark. vast, and deep--no one knows its gate. Thert wert 

twO spiritl (shell .¥II) born together; they al igned Heaven. chey orienred Earth. 
So vast-no one knows its cnd or limit! So overflowing-no one knows where 
it stopped! Thereupon. they divided. and became yin and yang. separated and be· 

,arne the eight pillars. Hard md soft completed =:h other, and the myriad things 

were thereupon fo rmed. The turbid 'Ii ~ became insects, rod the refined 'li became 

humaru.1 

The passage is from the opening of the HJingshen, ~ chapter seven of me 
HU(li"an2:i.~ It :,md similar passages are often quoted in the secondary litera· 

(Urc as examples of cosmologlc:.t! thinking. of .attempts to describe the uni· 
verse as :.I. spontaneous, self-generating system. Something without form ex

isted in the past ,lnd then spontaneously divided into H e.aven and E.arth, 
with the qi forming the various objects and beings of the universe. 

In referring to cosmogonies like this, Frederick Mote has famously .ar

gued: -rhe genuine Chinese cosmology is that of organismic process, mean-

I. H~j",,"ri, "Jini'h~n: ,.Ia. 

i. lbe pauage would have bull wri[[~n .om~ tim~ befor~ 139 Be, tl\( probJ,bl~ d.at~ when 

Liu An p llt lhe work 10 Emperor Wu ortht Hail. 
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ing thn .all (he putS of the entire cosmos belong to one organic whole aJ}d 

th:u rhq all interact as participants in one spontaneously self-generating life 

process:J But, if this passage.is an anempt to describe the beginnings of a 

spontaneous universe, then what are we to do with the third sentence: 
HThere were two spirits bom together; they aligned H eaven, they oriented 

EarthH~ Why would a universe that is self-generating and spontaneous re· 

quire twO spirits to align and orient it? The spirits themselves may have been 

born naturally. but their subsequent actions are almost like those of dem!

urges-figures who actively phn and organize the strucrure of the cosmos. 

Indeed, the words used to describe the actions of the spirits (aligning and 
orienting: jing ]ing@: 'it) are lo.aded terrns, with strong resonances in the 

early texa. The terms were commonly used to describe the ways that sages 

surveyed and organized prior to an act of construction. In the ·Shao gao" 

chapter of the Shan~hu, for example, we nnd: "The Grand ProtectOr arrived 

in [he morning at Luoyang and performed crackmaking about the site. O nce 

he obtained the cracks. he aligned and oriented Uing ying)[ [he city J:~ The 

passage refers to rhe preparations for the construction of me new capital of 

the Z hou at the beginning of their dynasty. The Grand Protector, after re

ceiving favorable auguries, aligned the boundaries of the city from which m e 

Zhou could then control the north China plain. 

T he terms are found as weU in the Shijing poem "Lingrat (M ao #a4z), 
which is also quoted in Mmcius IA/2.: 

He aligned. and commenced rhe Numinous Tower. 
He aligned. it and oriented it. 
The people labored. on it, 
In less than a d:ty mey completed. it.s 

The figure (understood at least by me time of Mencius to be King Wen) 

personally aligned and orienred the Numinous T ower prior to the acrual 
work of consrruction. 

In these passages ftom the Shangshu and Shijing, the words refer to the or

ganizational activities of sages, and in both cases the organizational work in

volved an attempt to align and orienr human SC"Tuctures so as to harmonize 

[hem with divine powers. So why would the authors of the Huainanzi pas-

). MCKc.'ntrilatuQI F'UMGt'QIIJ ojOoinQ. p. l~. 
~. Sb<In,u,u VnnDi. "SII.1O gao: Ls.Lb. 
,. Shi. h~.1. 
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sage urilize such loaded terms to characterize the actions of spiriu before the 

emergence of the cosmos~ Why do spirits have to align the cosmos before it 

is spontaneously formed? 

The answer, as I will argue in Chapter 7, has little to do with early Chi

nese assumptions about the cosmos. Soon after the passage JUSt quoted. the 

authors of the chapter discuss programs of self-cultivation that enable the 

adept to become a spirit.6 Spirits first aligned and oriented the cosmos, and 

humans can then become spiries and exercise control of the cosmos as well. 

The opening cosmogony of the chapter, therefore, sets the basis for a series 

of crucial claims concerning the ability of humans to divinize rhemselves and 

thus gain control over natural phenomena. The authors are less inrerested in 

posiring a spontaneous universe rhan in asserting the theomorphic powers of 

human adepu. 

A similar concern with humans becoming spirits and thus gaining power 

over rhe natural world appears in another chapter of the Huainanzi: 

If one climbs twice OLS high OLS Kunlun. {the peak) is c.1lled the Mountain of Liang
feng. If one OLScends it, one will not die. If one climbs twice u high. it is called. 
Xuanpu. If one OLScends it, one will become numinous and be able [ 0 control [he 
wind and the rain. Twice u high, it stretches up to Heaven. If one climbs it. one will 
become a spirit. This is called the Realm of me Great God (Di).? 

The passage describes the process of self-cultivation metaphorically as an act 

of climbing the peaks above Kunlun Mounuin ever higher toward the realm 

of the Great God. With each step in the process, one gains ever more power 

over natural phenomena-first achieving immortality and then gaining di

rect control over the wind and rain. Ultimately, one becomes a spirit and 

lives with rhe Great God. 

Both Huainanzi passages posit nor a spontaneous cosmos but one orga

nized and controlled by spiri ts. And. in this particular sense, the passages 

were in the mainstream of the claims made in most te1Cts &om early China: 

as I will arg..;.e below, visions of a purely spontaneous cosmos, in which natu

ral phenomena are not under the power of spirits, arose very lare in the 

Warring States period and were never more than a minority opinion. What 

is noteworthy about these twO passages are rarher rhe claims made about rhe 

6. H""in~nli. "Jingshen: , .,b. 
,. H"",'""nli, "Dillin,," ~.).i. Su (he u tdl"m disCLwion by John M.1jor in H""~m 4nc1 Eclrlb 

i" EclrI, Hu Thou",f. pp. 15'- 6L. 
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ability of humans ro divinize rhemselves. In contrast to the chronologically 
earlier Shiftng and Shilngmll. mese segments do not present humans u trying 
to propitiate or placate divine powers. Indeed. wimin me cosmology pre
sented in these Huainanti passages. one need not use divination and s.acrifice 

to manipulate the spirits; inste:od me adept becomes a spirit directly and ap
propriates their powers. 

This book is an attempt to reconstruct the debate within which such 

cuims of the theomorphic potencials of humans were made and within 
which such claims grew to be increasingly important. I will trace this debate. 

which ran from the Shang through the H an. analyzing compering argu
menu conceming the nature of spiriu. me proper denurcation (or b ck 
mereof) berween humans and spirirs. and the types of potency that humans 
and spiriu should be allowed to exercise over the natural world. As I will ar

gue. clainu about me nature of the cosmos. and me degree to which it is or is 
not controlled by willful agenu (human or spirit). afO$t within this debate 
and can be understood fully only within that context. 

In order to analyze this debate in irs full complexity. I will discuss the no
tions and practices of divination and sacrifice during this period and will 
look in depth at the ways and reuons that these practices were criticized by 

figures claiming the abili£)' ro become. rather than simply manipulate. spirits. 
And I will also detail me rise of claims that me cosmos is a sponraneous sys_ 

tem-claims mat arose in opposition bom to the sacrificial and divination 
specialisrs of the day and to the proponents of the increasingly popular view 
that humans had theomorphic potentials. In short, I hope to provide a full 
cultural and intellectual history of the rise of both self-divinization move
ments and correJative cosmology in early China. 

This his torical account of the dispute over the relationship berween hu
mans and spirits and the natural world will give us a glimpse of a crucial de

bate in e:orly China. one mat had great ramifications for developing notions 
of human powers. me nature of spirits. and the £)'pts of sacrificial practice 
that should be supported by the state. It will also throw intO question nu

merous long-standing assumptions about e:orly China. The revised picture 
should shed light on how these aspew of e:o rly Chinese religious practice 

can be understood from a historical perspective and help point to a very dif
ferent way of thinking about early China from a comparative point of view. 

In order to outline the implications of the issues to be discuued. I turn to a 
summary of some of the relevant secondary literature on these iuuCJ, 

INTR ODUCTION , 
Seconcbry Scholarship 

One of the points I will try to demonstrate in these pages is the degree to 
which analyses of these issues concerning humans and spirits in e:o rly China 

have been based. implicidy or explicitly. on compar.nive frameworks and 
comparative categories that for the most part originated in the fields of soci
ology. anthropology. and the history of religjons. T his is ttue not only for 
scholars in America and Europe but also for those in China. Taiwan. and 

Japan. O ne of my intents here is to tease out these categories (norions such 
as shamanism. monism. rationality) u well as some of the comparative 
frameworks (evolutionary. contrastive cosmologies) in which these catego

ries have been employed. In this section. I oudine some of the most influen
tial of these comparative categories and frameworks. This will put us in a 
position to see. as other scholars are diScussed in the main part of the 
book. [he degree ro which their approaches arc based on the categories pre
sented here. 

My goal is not to debunk the use of comparative categories Ot to argue 
against comparison per se. On the contrary. I. too. will make comparisons, 
particularly with ancient Greece. and I will be working with a number of an

thropological discussions of, fo r example. kingship. cosmology. and s.acrifice. 
My goal is, rather, to question the types of comparative categories employed 
thus f.tr and to point toward what I hope are other. more succes.sful ap

proaches. 
Perhaps the single most influenrial figure in the rwentieth century to have 

studied China is Max Weber. The main corpus of Weber's writings consists 

of comparative analyses of the major civilizations in world history. His guid
ing concern was the study of rationalism: Why did particular forms of ra
tional activiry develop in me West. and why did such activity develop to 

only limited degrees elsewhere? T o undertake this project. Weber made a 
rypology of what he considered the major spheres of society: the economy. 
sociery. government. me bw. and religion. Since Weber saw e:och of these 

spheres as relatively auronomous. he believed they could be studied sepa
rately. For Weber. a civilization was the result of me interaction of mese 
spheres.' Weber's comparative method consisted of comparing e:och of these 

• . Becawe of the popuLority ofTht PrortIC.~r Elhit.1III 1M Spiril oJCapil.!Um, Weber hu in· 
correerly become ulociated with the belief th.at religion determines IlK degree of ration~ity 
dllli I lociety achievCI. In facl . Weber held no l!Kh po,ilion. Hi, anaiy,is of PrO'lemntism 
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spheres across civwrions and the different interactions of these spheres in 
each society in order to determine the levels of rationality achieved in ach 
cjvili%ation and to understand what prevented the full fluorescence of 1'2-

rionality in non-Western civilw..rions. 

Perhaps Weber's most influential disc:U1Sion of these issues with respect 
to China was his contrasting of Confucianism and Protesu.ntism. Weber 
measured rhtu two religions (in his terminology) according to a universal 

yardstick of rarion:.tiiZOlrion: 

To judge the levd of rationaliution a rdigion reprellcna we nuy tae cwo primary 
yardsticks which arc in nu.ny ways incer-rdared. One is the degree to which the re

ligion hu divested icsdf of magic; the other is the degree to which it hal 'Y'cernari

(ally unified che rd.uion berw~ God and the world :lnd therewith its own ethical 
rdatiolUhip to the wodd..9 

In Weber's view, Protestantism had achieved an extreme fonn of rationali

zation in terms of both of these measures. In terms of the first yardstick. 
Protestant modes of thought "have liquidated magic most completely, ~ lead

ing to a "complete disenchantment of the world" (p. :126). And, in terms of 
the second, Protestantism precipitated a "tremendous and grandiose tension 
toward the world" (p. 117). 

Confuci:lnism, in contrast, registers far lower on both of rhese yardscicks. 
It is characterized by a "toleradon of magical and animist conceptions" (p. 
196). More specifically, "one may say that every son: of radonalization of the 

archaic empiric.t1 knowledge and craft in China has moved toward a magic 
image of the world" (p. 196). Instead of rejecting magic .t1togerhet, Confu
cianism converted a magical worldview into a monistic cosmos: "Cos· 
mogonic specularion with thc sacred number five operated in terms of fivc 

planets, five elements, five organs, etc., macrocosm and microcosm .... This 
Chinesc 'univcrsist' philosophy and cosmogony tr:lnsformed the world into a 
magic garden" (pp. 199-2.(0). Chinese cosmologic.t1 thinking. in short, was 

rdkn cci his claim ltw it was an imponam inBuenc£ on lhe emergence of apiulilm in lhe 
W~[. SUI he did noc hold lhat rdigion in gencnl it: [he only &ctor WI dct£rmin~ n tional· 
iry. For Weber, , run analysis of any civilizarion involvu the trudy of the interaction. of all 
these Ip/>ml, and a run o;ompamw" study involvu (om~riloru: of each of these Iphera with 

lhose found in other civilizadonl. Religion, tmn. Wal only one of many Ipherl:l. Thul, al· 
though I focUi here primaray on Weber'l vieWI on Chineu religioru, I do 10 only because of 
the emphalil of this book. 

, . Web£r, Th Rrli,ri~" ~fai"", p. nil (hert~lIfttr citd In the Iut). 
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simply a racionalization of magic intO a form.t1 system-for that same reason. 

it never transcended a magicaJ approach to thc world. 
Confucianism was a40"a rationaJ ethic which rcduccd tcnsion with the 

world to an absolute minimum" (p. 2.2.7 ), Indecd, there was no tension at all 
betwecn thc human and the divine spheres: "Completely absent in Confu
cian ethics was any tClUion between nacure and dcity, between erhicaJ de
mand and human shortcoming. consciousness of sin and nced for saJvation, 

conduct on earth and compensation in the beyond, religious duty and socio

politic.t1 re.t1ity~ (pp. 235-36). Confuci2nism saw cosmos and society as fuJly 
linked, ~d the ethicaJ imperativc was simply to adjust oneself to these cos
mic and socia! spheres: 

Confucianism meant adjwnnenr ro the world, to ia or&rs and conventiON .. , . 
The cOimic orders of the world were coruidercd fixed and inviolate and the orders 
of society were but a special case of this. The great spiria of the cosmic orden obvi
ously desired only the happiness of the world and especially the happiness of man, 

The lime applied to the orders of society. The "happy" tranquility of the empire 
and the equilibrium of the soul should and could be auained only if man fiued him· 
sdfinco the internally harmonious cosmos. (pp. IS:I.- n) 

The differencc between Protestantism and Confucianism could not be 

more cle:r.r: 

From the rdarion between me supn.mundane God and me crearurally wicked. 
ethk.ally irrational world there resulted ... rhe ab50lute unholiness of tr.lldirion and 
truly endle51 [uk of ethically and rationally subduing and mastering the given world, 
i,t., rational, objective "progrcss: Here, Ihe tuk of the r:u:ional transformation of 
the world stood opposed to the Confucian adjustmcnt to the world. (po ""0) 

As a consequence, "thc varied conditions which externally favored the origin 

of capitalism in China did not suffice to cre:r.te it" (p. 148), 
One sees in Weber's argumcnt cwo concerns that will appear repeatedly 

throughout twentieth·century discussions of Chinese thought: a concern 
with comparing China and the West with referencc to an cvolutionary de

velopment of rationality and a conccrn with comparing China and the WUt 
by contrasting their purportedly distinctive cosmologies. At timu, as in 
Weber himself, these {wo wcrc scen as linked. More oftcn, howevcr, these 

modeh came to be prescntcd in opposition to each other. Indeed, these havc 
become two of the basic poles around which scholarship on early Chinese 
thought and religion has developed. And, intriguingly, .t1though almost all of 
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these sinological studies were written as attempts to defend the C hinese tra

dition agairur Weberian critiques, they tend to do so by maintaining one of 

these cwo poles of the W cberian &amework ~d simply revening the vaJw.
rion given to China. 

These polu can be seen in two highly influenWl studies published in the 
19305: Fung Yu-Ian's .A History of o,intx PhiloJOphy. and Mated Gnnet's La 
~nsh ,hinoUt. Fung's work wu to become one of the most significant studies 

of the evolution of Chinese philosophy, and Gf2Jlet'S the most important 

work on atly Chinese cosmological thinking. Both were written [0 defend 
me Chinese cndition by showing it to be. as strong as the Wesu;m rudirion. 
But whereas Fung 2ITCmpted to do so by showing m,l.[ Chinese philosophy 
dcvdoped through the same evolutionary proces:i as had the Western tr2di
rion, Graner defended Chinese (hought by arguing that it was based on a 

cosmology radically different from. but nonetheless as important as. the 

cosmology rhat dominated the West. I will discuss each of these works in 

rurn, beginning with G ranet. 

Granet's main concern in lA PlllJh ,hil1oiJ( was to delineate the Hgoveming 

ideasH'o of early Chinese thought'!' and one of his central arguments was 
that Chinese thought is not Hprelogicar or "mystical." On the contrary, once 

one understands the basic principles that underlie Chinese thought, one can 

see that it forms a meaningful. coherenr system (pp. 28-29). 

Intriguingly, Graner's presentation of HChinese thoughtH is in its genera.! 

outlines quite similar to Weber's view of Confucianism. with me crucw dif

ference that what Weber saw as restricting m e fUll development of rationaJ· 

icy is the very thing Granet celebrated as pan: of the genius of Chinese think· 

ing. For example. Granet argued. one finds no "world of transcendent 

realities ouuide the human world
H 

(p. a79). Indeed. this claim (made in ex· 

rremely po5irive terms) that the Chinese Lacked a notion of trmscendent 

principles-one of the characteristics that Weber saw as limiting China

pervades G ranet's analysis. According to Granet. the Chinese had no sense 

of a transcendent Law or God and no notion of abstraction (pp. 476, 479). 

Indeed. the Chinese assumed a fully monistic cosmos: HMan and nature did 

nor form twO separate reaJms, but one unique society" (p. 2S). 

10. GflIntr. Ul1"PIJI, r~,'nojl', p. ~6 (hertinalitr ciled in Ihe lexr). 
II . I will dul litre only britfly wllh Grane", o~raU approach. For a more dera~ed diuu,. 

,ion of Gn nt, '1 work, ~c CluPfu,,, and 6, 
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To make this argument, Granet worked primarily from those Hll1 texu 

devoted to building complex correlative systems based on yin-yang. five 

phases. and microcosmic/ macrocosmic relations, H owever. he read these 

cosmological notions not as a particular historical development during me 

Han but as indications of Chinese thinking in general. Indeed. mis view

point is evident in the organization of the book. The first three quarters are 

devoted to working OUt mese cosmologicaJ systems in detail. Then. in the fi· 

nal quarter of the book. Grmet looks at individual th inkers, beginning with 

Confucius. Each thinker is presented as building on .a particular aspen of 

this HChinese" cosmology. In om er words, irute.ad of presenting cosmology 

.as .a Late development buiJding on or re.acting .ag.ainst e.a rlier figures like Con

fucius. G rmet re.ads correlative minking .as the guiding principle of all C hi· 

nese thought. 

Like Granet, Fung Yu-Lan wu interested in arguing for the value of Chi

neSt thought. But his method of doing so was quite d ifferent. Inste.ad of de

fining .a distinct logical system thar underlay its seeming strangeness. Fung 

Yu-lan's main move w.as to pl.ace Chinese: thought within the evolutionary 

framework th.ar dominated contemporary studies of W estern philosophy 

and to read the history of thought in early Chin.a in the same terms as was 

then commonly done for Greece.1l H e presented e.arly Chinese philosophy 

in terms of a shift from religion to philosophy, from theistic views to ration

ality • .and .ar8¥ed that hum.anism, r.ationalism, and natur.ali.sm were indige- ' 

nous to C hinese philosophy and emerged ar the s.ame rime in China as they 

purportedly had in ancient G reece. And, although the resulting philosophi

caJ tradition in China did not develop in logic and epistemology to the de

gree found in Greece. it excelled in [he study of self·cultivation.1) 

In order to demonstrate this common evolution. Fung Yu·l.an began by 

reconstructing the "primitive" period thar Chin.a shared with.all other civili· 

ucioru. For Fung. me defining feature of primitive thought was .a theistic 

cosmology: HIn me time of primitive man the belief was general. not only in 

Chin.a but in other parts of the world, that natural phenomen.a and human 

affiairs are all under a divine and supernatural conrrol- (p. ~,,). ln having such 

a cosmology in the Bronze Age. Fung argued strongly. the Chinese were no 

different from the G reeks: !he Chinese of th.at time were superstitious and 

I I . Set, t.g .• Cornfo,d. F.om Rtligi<on I~ P~jID~phJ' 
I). Fllflg. A Hi.,o.y ~fa.jnm pj,il010pity, I: 1-) ("'=,ein.lic, d ied ,in Ihe lUI). 
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ignorant; they had religious ideas bur no philosophy; so that the religion and 
spirits which they believed in were exactly like those of the Greeks~ (p. 14). 

Fung reiterated this same point several times. repeatedly emphasizing the 
degree to which these ~supersritions~ are common among all early peoples

including. most important, the early Greeks. For e:ample, in discussing the 
~political and social regulations instituted by Shang Oi {the high godJ,~14 
Fung argued, ~The ancient Greeks similarly supposed thac the inscitutiolU 

of their cicy-states had been created by divine beings. a belief-probably gen
eral among early peoples~ (p. 34). This superstitious worldview was replaced 

by a humanistic one in che Chunqiu period (771-481 8e): "With the coming 
of the Chunqiu period in China. however, or perhaps even before, there 
were men who tried to give a human interpretation to the laws and statutes, 
which they declared were established wholly by human beings for man's own 

beneSt~ (p. 34). For Fung. this was pan of a crucial shift toward the rise of 
humanism. fl:lturalism, and ~rationalism~ (p. )3). 

Thus, in Fung's view, the emergence of correlative thinking was a step 

away trom theistic lIiews and a step toward a naturalistic conception: 

The attempt to explain the phenomena of the universe Ihrough the yin-yang Ihcoty, 
though ,rill primitive. is a step forward compared with explanatiollll hued on a Tian 
(Heavenj, a Oi, and a multitude of spirits. The neaven" described in this lut quota
tion (from the GllltJUj is a naturalisdc one bearing Jtrong resemblance to that of 
Lao%i, and seems to be: a forerunner of Oaoisr philosophy. (p. )5) 

Unlike Granet, who presented yin-yang cosmology as based on a distinc
tively Chinese mode of logic, Fung placed it on an evolutionary scale: 
although still primitille, it was a step toward a fully rationalistic way of 
thinking. 

The differences between these studies by Granet and Fung. published at 

almost the same time, exemplify twO of the poles of analysis that would 

dominate twentieth-century studies of Chinese thought. For the Sm few 
decades after the publication of these twO works. the ellolurionary model was 

more influential. although the past twO decades have seen a decided shift 
roward the cultural-es.sencial.ist model r will continue to follow mese argu
ments in roughly chronological order. 

I • • Here and in all {he 'l.1IO(atiolll {hroughltu{ {hb book. I ha~ IUWdlUttd ,,'",Tin rOnlanl
udOlu. 

lNTROOUCT10N " 
Perhaps the most influential study within me evolutionary framework 

was undertaken by Karl Jaspers, in Th Origin lind GOilI of HiJlory. Jaspers's 
argument was mat between roughly 800 and ~oo BC, Greece, India, and 
China all experienced a philosophical revolution that he termed the ~ Arial 

Period:u For Jaspers, this period was defined by the emergence of transcen
dence-the point at which m<ln for the first time "experiences absoluteness 
in the depths of selfhood and in the lucidity of transcendence~ (p. ~). It rur
ther involved a struggle of "rationalityn over myth and an "ethical rebellion~ 

against Hthe unreal figures of the godsH (p. 17). Like Fung. but lIery much 
unlike Granet, the emphasis here is on the universal evolution of conscious

ness rather than on the growth of different cwruril assumptions. Jaspers 
does admit some cwrural differences (for example. he feels that China did 
not produce a ~tragic consciousness~; p. 19), but he views these as irrelevant 
to a proper understanding of universal history: "Really to visualise the facts 

of the Axial Period and to make them the basis of our unillersal conception 
of history is to gain possession of something common to 11/1 mIll1/tina, beyond 

all djfferences of creed
H 

(p. 19). According to Jaspers, China and India 
underwent the same transcendental breakthrough as Greece. Indeed. this 
transcendence created a universal form of consciousness. Unlike Weber, 

then. Jaspers a.s5eru that China did, in this early period, undergo a shift to
wud transcendence. And also unlike Weber. Jaspers is largely uninterested 
in culture. 

In the China Seld, the ~ Axial Period~ thesis was adopted most famously 

by Benjamin Schwam, who opened his study of Chinese philosophy, Tht 
WoriJ of Thought in Ancient China, with a reference to Jaspers: 

I muse conf«s that my own interest in ancient Chinese thought hu :aUo been much 
stimulated by [he type of"world-hi.uorica}" obscrvarions which we find in thc chap
ter on the "uial age" in Karl juper' book Thr Origin Qnd End Itf HiuOf]. In this small 
volume juper! highlights the fact that in many of the high civili:tatiollll of the 
world- the civilizations of the ancient Near Eur. Gruce, India, and China-we 
witneu over rhe period of our ~firsl millennium B.C: the emergence of Certain "crea· 
rive minorities" who rdate themsdva in rc:EIa;tive, critical, and what one might even 
call ~transcendental" wa)'$ to the civilizations from which they emerge.16 

If.Jupen, TIlt Orif" 4>1<1 GOoI! ofHiJtor], p. I (hereinafter dred in the text). 
us. Schwam:. n.. World ofThowjlt in },"',"', Qi .... pp. ~-J. 
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In an earlier study. Schwar(2 disc~d this notion of transcendence in 

greater detail: 

If there is nonethdess some common underlying impulse in aU these 'axial" move

ments, it might be called the strain towards transcendence. ... What I refer [0 here 

is something dose [0 the etymological meaning of the word-a kind of standing 
back and looking beyond-a kind of critical, reflective questioning of the aCtual and 
a new vision of what lies beyond,17 

Although Schwartz himsdf downplayed the evolutionary as~cts of Jaspers's 
argument, he supported the notion mat transcendence should be seen as a 
valid tcrm [0 compare the changes that occurred in chese civiliz;arions in the 

middle of the first millennium Be. 

The next issue for Schwarrz was to define the particular types of tran
scendence that occurred in e2ch mOljor civilization. Unlike Jaspers. then, 

Schwanz was interested in cultural analysis-in discovering [he unique 

forms of transcendence that arose in each civilizaeion. For China, he argued. 

the dominant tendency was Oro associate the transcendent with the norion of 

an immanent cosmic and social order.~ Transcendence, then, occurred in 

China even within its immanenrise cosmology. Thus, Schwartz character

ized transcendence in China as being of a "rhis-world1( SOrt.11 

In making this argument, Schwartz explicitly appealed ro Weber. Indeed, 

Schw,l.[[z's consistent move was to largely accept Weber's description of 

Chinese cosmology' but to argue mat this cosmology should be considered 

"rational" and "rranscendenw." This for Schwartz explains the ~rational" 

cosmology found in texts like the Shangshu and Shijing. bur it is a rationalism 

based on different principles from those seen in Greece, and thus it did nor 

result in a W ebedan ~disenchantment of the world": 

To the extent that the word "rationalism" refers to the primacy of the idea of order, 

we can already speak here of the emergence of a kind of Chinese rationalism. It is. 
however, a rationalism that is radically different from many varieties of rationalism 
in ancient Greece. What we have is me image of an all-embracing and indusive 0[

der which neither negates nor reduces to some one ultimate principle th:tt which is 

presumed to exist. Like the rationalism of bure.aucrtcy, it classifies and subsumes 
the exi.itent reality. It is a synrheric rather than an analytic conception of order. The 

17. Schwart~ -rhe Age ofT~llKenden~,' p. l. 

18. Schwam:. -rraliKencience in Ancien! Chin.: pp. 61, SSI- 60. 
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spirits of natUre and the ancesrral spirits are not banished. Indeed. Chinese mought 
has never seriously attempted to carry out the "disenchantment" of the world.

19 

Schwanz fimher contrasted C hina with other ancient civilizations in 

terms of one of rhe basic points emphasized by Weber: the lack in China of 

a StT'Ong tension between the hunun and divine realms. In orner ancient civi

lizations, most notably Mesopotamia, Egypt, Vedic India, and Greece, the 

human and divine realms are. according to Schwam, viewed as contestatory: 

"On both the human and the divine level. anemion is c2lled to those aspeccs 

o f life in which gods and humans confront each other as somewhat unpre

dictable individuals and groups rather than in terms of fixed 'role behav

ior.·"XI In C hina, according to Schwartz, one finds 2 familial order of 2nces

tor worship that led to a philosophical emphasis on a linkage between the 

divine and the human realms: 

Another possible implication of ancesror worship for the religious and even "philmo
phk" devdopment of China involves the rdation between thediYine-numinous realm 

and the human world. The ancestral spirits dwell in the world of the divine or numi
notu ... . Thus the line dividing the "diYine" from the human is nor sharply drawn, and 

it seems that humans may pouess or takeon qualities which are truly numinous.
21 

Overill, then, Schwanz accepred much of Weber's framework of com

paring civilizations with reference to the notiOn of rarion.aliz.ation. and he 

even accepted Weber's basic reading of C hinese culture as being domin2ted 

by an immanentist cosmology, a rhis-worldly orientation. and a lack of a ten

sion between the human and divine realms. The only difference is th2t 

Schwanz w2nred to follow Jaspers in arguing that China did shift {O rran

scendenw thinking in the e2rly period. Schwanz thus maintained a delicate 

balance between the two paradigms discussed in this chapter. Although 

dearly working within a Weberian framework. he emphasized thllt a shift 

toward rranscendence had occurred in China. 

H owever, whereas Schwam emphasized some degree of similarity be
tween the early Chinese tradition and other early philosophical naditions. 

the most dominant paudigm over the past two decades has gone in the op

posite direction. Several scholars have built on Graner's work to argue 

thar C hina h2d a radically different cosmology from thar setn in me West. 

lSI. Ibid" p. S9. 
10. Schwan~ The WDrId .fThDMghr in A",i.nr a,i"~, p. as. 
al . Ibid" p. as. 
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Indeed, it is not going too far to suggest that. with a few exceptions noted 
below. the evolutionary framework has largely been rejected in recent schol

Olrlihip in favor of the cultunl-essenrialist model that so defined Granee's 

work. Although many of the supporters of this cuJrural·essentiilist model 
explicitly c!:aim to be studying the· A.riaI. Age.-u they in faa strongly oppose 

the evolutionary sides of Jaspers's argument. 
One of the more influential works based on this approach was roughly 

contemporary with Jaspers's book: the second volume of Joseph Needham's 
Science ,:Ina Civilisation in China. Working closely from Graner, whom he 

qUOted frequently,ll Needham sought to develop m understanding of the 

fundamental cosmology of the Chinese: 

The key.word in Chinese thought is Order and above all Pattern (and, if I may 

whupcr it for the first time, O rganism). The symbolic corrdatiolU or correspon

dences all formed. part of one colo"a1 pattern. Things behaved. in parricular ways 
not necessarily because of prior actions or impuhiolU of other things, but becalUe 
their position in the ever-moving cyclical univene was such that they were endowed. 
with intriruic nuuru which made that behaviour inevitable for chern .. .. They were 

thus parrl in existential dependence upon the whole world.organum. And they re
aaed. upon one another not so much by mechanic21 impulsion or causation as by a 
kind of mystcrioIU resonanCe.;z4 

Within this organismic conception of the world, all things spontaneously 

harmonize with e:.lch other, cre:tfing an ~ordered harmony of wills without 

an ord:.liner.~l' In contrut to a harmony of willi, Needham c!:.limed, Euro

pun thoughr is characterized by a ~schi2;ophrenia or split-personality. Euro

peans could only think in terms either of Democrice2n mechanic:.ll m:tferial

ism or of Platonic theological spiritualism: 26 Just like Weber, Needham 

argued that C h ina did not possess the radic:.ll dualism that was so import.ant 

for the Wesco But Needh.am reversed the formula.and dearly symp:.lthized 

wich the Chinese side of me contrast. 

Frederick Mote hu similarly based his argument on what he c.alls the 

general ~world view~27 of early China. Like Granet, Mote begins by describ-

n . 5«, e.g .. HliI and Ames, A.IlIitipali"Id.i ..... p. Jiii; and Gralun\, DUl',mn of 1M T ..... p. i. 
l 3- Sec. ~mong ocher places. Nadium. SOmet ... d Cil>iliMIficll ill o,;"",~: 216-1,. 2.10. 

~. Ibid.. p. 28 •. 
1S. Ibid .. p. J8? 

16. Schwam. Tht World ofTho~tIn ill A",itlll 0,111 • • p. JOI. 

I? Mote.lllull«fll<ll FOWM.fiollJ ofo,l"". p. liS. 
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ing this worldview and then discusses how the various schools of thought 

were guided by such a sh.ared cosmology. Mote further builds on Needham 

to make an argument for the .absolute uniqueness of C hinese cosmology: 

Needlwn. analmng thu ChinCK mood. calli it -an ordered. harmony of wills with· 
OUt an orWiner: As he describes the organismic Chinese ccnmos, it emergCII to our 
full view as one in striking contrast to all ()(her world conceptions known co human 
history. It differs from ocher organismic conceptions, such as clas.sic Greek cos· 

mologies in which a logos or demiurge or otherwise conceived. master will external 

to creation, was regarded. as necessary for existence. ZI 

If such 2 cosmology were indeed 2n uswnpcion in c.arly China, then it 

would follow th.ar both hum.ans and spiriu would be concepru.a.lized as part 

of .1.10lrger monistic sYStem. As Mote .argues: -rh is is Oln essentially nOlturilis

tic conception, in that it describes 'spirit' u h.aving the WIle qu.alities 2nd u 

being subject to the WIle processes as all other upccts of n.ature.~19 In con

tnut to Western conceptions. in other words, hum.ans 2nd gods were seen u 

simil.ar in n:.lcure. 

K. C. Chang expanded on these ideOlS Olnd .argued that this difference in 

the cosmologies of the Wesc and ChinOl derived ITom.a different orienurion 

toward shmunism: 

Men and gods, animate and inlnimOlte things, the living and dud members of the 

dans- all of chelle bein&1 exisced in the ancient Chinese world within the ume uni· 
verse. but th:.lt universe was byered. and subdivided.. The most important divisions 
were the Huven and the Ean:h. and the ancient Chinese could be sccn as puticu
l.arIy preoccupied. with the Heaven and E.1.n-h intercommunication. The Ihamans

religious personnd equipped with che power to Ry urou the different layers of the 
universe with the hdp of the animals and 01 whole range of rituals and parapherna

lia-were chiefly respolUible for the H eaven·E.1.rth communicarion.:IO 

As intermediaries who mOlintain Ol proper linkage between the hunun 2nd 

the divine realms. Chang .argued. , h.am2ns occupied positions of great im

portance.
lI 

For Ch:a.ng. China and the West diverged because the Ncar EOISe experi

enced wh.ar Chang calls Ol ~breakout~ from this e.arlier, sham.anistic put, 

~. Ibid .• p. 'so 
19. Ibid" p. 17· 
)0. K. C Ou,ng. Tht Arrh.otoloDof A..nt"f 0" .... , p. 41$. 
'I. The argument It.ckwloped in full in Ou,ng'J An. Myth. ~M Ri,t1I4I. 
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whcrcu China (along with Mc~crican civilizations) mainr:aincd iu sha
manistic culture. Thus, the War developed, among other things. -a cosmol

ogy that emphasized the scpar:ate uistcnce of g0ci5," while Chinese culture 
was built on an assumption of an -interlinked world continuum.- Once again, 

Chinese thought is distinguished by <I. purported assumption of continuity 

berween the human and divine realms. 

Simili.r argumenu. although developed in different ways, underlie me 

work of A. C. Graham. one of the most philosophicilly acute scholars to 

study t2rly China. Like Graner, Needham. Mote. and Ch2Jlg. Graham was 

committed to distinguishing Chinese and Western ways of thinking. In :1 

move reminiscent of Graner, Grmam built this connast on :I. distinction be· 
tween .analytic thinking (dominant in Western thought) lnd corrcl.uive 

thinking (more dominant in China). However. Graham's consrrucrion of 

this contrast differed in some ways from G rands. 

To begin with. Graham argued thar borh correlative and analytic think

ing arc univcrs:r.1 modes of thought. Correlative thinking is the precognitive 

mode common in most daily life and is the basis for analytical thinking. a 

second-order mode,uGraham therefore opposed Graner's artempt to read 

lare Warring States and H an correlarive models as representative of a 

uniquely Chinese way of thinking. Inste:ad. G raham argued. the actempt by 

figures in the third and second cenruries IIC to build complex. cosmological 

systems should be read as simply a particular dellelopment of a unillersal 
mode of reasoning: ·What G ranet saw as the difference between Chinese 

and Western thought may nowadays be seen as a rranscultural difference be
tween proto-science and modem science. Correlative cosmos-building is 

most conveniencly approached as merely an exotic example of the correlative 

thinking used by everyone. which underlicJ the operatiol1$ of language ir

self: U Instead. therefore. of building a contrastive framework between 

China and the Wesr on the purported disdncdveness of correlative thinking. 

Graham pointed instead to the relative weight that each philosophical tradi· 

tion placed on correlative and analytic thinking, China embraced correla· 

tivio/i the West ultimately divorced analytic thinking from correlatille think

ing and came ro value analytical thinking more highly. M 

11. Gr:aru.m. DUpUI .... ~ rht T.." p. In. 
n- Ibid .. p. )10. Stt allo Graham, Yin.YQngQnd Ihf N~I~ .. ajC.".LII,·w 1lIlnking. pp, 1-9. 
, •. Graham, DiJpWI .... of rht TQO, p. )a). 
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The consequence of Graham's argument is char Chinese thought is pre· 

sented as fully disrincr from Western thought but based on the s.ame univer· 

sal types of thinking, Accordingly. although Graham conrinued to distin· 

guish ·China~ and the "West; he could argue that the West could learn 

from and accept fully the traditions of China. The overall argument is thus a 

variant of the cultural·essentialist paradigm. Graham was com mined to a 

Chinese philosophical tradition based on correlative thinking. but he bued 

it on a universa1 claim concerning correlative thinking in order to emphasize. 

the general applicabilio/ of the Chinese model 
Graham's arguments have been developed in rhe collaborative work of 

David Hall and Roger Ames. which represents the most extensive attempt 

in recent decades to contrast the cultures of e:arly C hina and the W~r. In

deed. they describe their work as an anempt to ~illumine the cOntr2Sring as

sumptions shaping classka.! Chinese and Wesretn cu1rures.~JS And. like 

Graner, the symparhies of Hall and Ames lie fully with China. 

Indeed. Hall and Ames strongly defend Graner's argument that correla· 

tive thinking is a defining feature of C hinese thought: 

OUt view, however, is that Marcel Grana was essentially correct in identifying what 
we ate here calling corrdative thinking with a fundamental commitment of the Chi
nese sauibility. This implies that even among those: rhinkers such as Confucius and 
rhe philO$ophical Daoisrs who were not so concerned with ph)"ical speculations, the 
mode of corrdative thinking dominates. Our argument here is thar Han exercises in 
corrdative thinking are not anomalous, but are rather signal instances of corrdarive 
thinking in a tradition replete with such instances. (p.1S1) 

Like Graner, and unlike Graham. Hall and Ames wish to read the Han cor· 

relative texts as represenc.arive of all early Chinese thought. Thus, Hall and 

Ames explicirly critique Jaspers's argument: ~If comp.lr1l.tive philosophy has 
anything to say about Chinese culrure during the so-called Axial Age. ir is 
cerrainly this: notions of 'absoluteness: 'transcendence: and 'subjeCtivity' 

were of doubrful significance~ (p. xiii). They also fault Schwartz for follow· 

ing Jaspers in using terms such as ·(fanscendence~ and in assuming a com· 

Illonalio/ among early civilizations (pp, 148, 186-87). 6ut. unlike Weber. 

Hall and Ames do not criticize China for irs lack of transcendence bur. like 
Graner. celebrate it, 
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In formulating the contrasting auumptions of China and the West, Hill 

and Ames invoke a fundamental distinction be£wcen what mer call ~firn~ and 

-second problematic thinking.~ First prohlemltic thinking. which Hall 
2nd Ames see as dominOlting Chinese thought. is based. on -analogical or 

correlacive thinkingH (p. xvii). "This mode of thinking .accepts the priority of 
change or proceu over rest and permanence, presumes no ultimate agency 
responsible for the general order of things, and seeks to account for S(leU of 

.affairs by appeal (0 correlative procedures rather than by determining agen
cia or principles· (po n-ii). In ,onrra.se [0 rhis. Ha.ll and Ames claim. is sec

ond problematic thinking. or ·cauW thinking- (p. xvu)-the mode th;1.[ has 
dominated the West. Among the characteristics of cauul thinking is H[he 

belief th.u the order of the cosmos is a consequence of some agency of con

strual ... (and) the tacit or explicit claim that me States of affiUrs comprising 

'the world' ate grounded in, and ultinutely determined by, these: agencies of 

consuual" (p. xvii). T heistic systems. therefore, in which divine agencies are 

seen as causative forces in shaping the world, are based on a Western, r:IIther 

than a Chinese, way of thinking. as would be, of course, any kind of tran

scendental or foundational thought. 
Like Graham, HaU and Ames see each of these ways of thinking as exist

ing to some degree in both Chinese: and Western cultures, and they ,lite thus 

able to argue that Chinese thought is something that can be fully assimilated. 

infO comemporary Western thinking, But, rheir symp2thies are clearly with 

the correlative mode, ;md they not surprisingly oppose ;my anempt to pre

sent these types on an evolut ionary line, with correlative thinking as a more 

primitive or lesser stage of consciousness: ·Such a claim challenges the viabil

ity of the Enlightenment reading of cultural development, which argues that 

the movement from mythos to logos or 'from religion ro philosophy,' or 

from analogical to causal chinking. ought to serve as the norm for the civili%

ing of human experience" (p, xviii), Hall and Ames would mus reject Fung 

Yu-lan's "religion to philosophy" argument. Indeed, they would question 

Fung's narrative of an evolution in China from theism to hum;mism ;md ra

tionalism. For Hall ;md Ames, all of these are distinctively Western modes 

of thinking-not found in the correlative mought of China. 

Although the cultural-essentialist model has dominated the study of early 

Chinese thought in recent decades, the evolutionist paradigm has recently 

been resurrected with great force by H einer Raerz. Raerz explicitly picks up 

on Jaspers's notion of;m Axial Period, arguing ag~nl( Weber that China 
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did undergo a transcendental breakthrough in the early period.)6 He qUOtes 

Schwatt%'s dellnition of transcendence for all Axial Period civilizatioru with 

approval (p. a73), but, unlike Schwartz. Raetz maintains me evolutionary 

aspects of Jaspers's argument. Indeed, he explicidy uses Jaspers's framework 

to reject the culturalist approach: "This should provide us with a universalis

tic conception of understanding. which avoids the ethnocentric implications 

or relativistic consequences of recourse to native language and culture spe

cific forms of thought" (p, a3), 

In opposition to culturalism, Raetz seeks to provide "a yardstick for 

measuring and evaluating in its speCifIC variations the cultural evolution of 

mankind" (p. 30). Ckarly. Raetz's image of measuring cultures according to 

a yardstick of universal development is directly reminiscent (even to the 

point of wing the same metaphor) of the evolutionary sides of Weber's 

analysis. And, indeed. despite his strong rhetoric, Raetz is strongly indebted 

to the Webc:rian p2radigm, although Raetz places China higher on the yard

stick than did Weber. Raetz's recurrent move is thus to try to show that 

China did in nct attain the very forms of rranscendence and rationality We

ber found in [he West. 
For the purposes of this chapter, the moSt signiScant of Raetz's discw

sions is his explanation of how nature came to be seen as an object of human 

conquest. Since Weber connected the rise of a "disenchanted· notion of na· 

ture in the West to belief in a transcendent god, Roet'Z needs to C:1Cplain how 

this notion could have arisen in a culture without such a belief. -How. unless 

by means of the concept of an otherworld1y god, can nature be 'disen

chanted' (Weber) in such a way char it becomes the pronne object of sys

tematical transformation and conquest by man?" (p, al). For Raetz, the shift 

occurred with the "catastrophe" of the fall of the WeStern Zhou, which re

lulted in the "the loss of dignity of H eaven: This "nilure of the divine 

power led man to direct his anention to himself. Religion lost ground to new 

speculations· (p, 39). Raetz thus offers a variation on the "religion to phi

losophy- argumenr: a theistic worldview dominated the early period, bur, 

with the fall of the Western Zhou. theism was destroyed. This led to a de

emphasis on divine powers and a re-emphasis on humans. Raett thus feels 

he. hu proved that. contrary to We.ber's view, China did indeed see the rise 

of ethical rationalization in the early period (p, a14), 
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But, since Roetz sees chis rationalization as necessarily involving the dis. 
enchantment of n.acure and the making of nature into a profane object of 
conquest by man, how docs he deal with the emergence of correlative cos

mology-one of the very things that Weber saw as limlting rationalization 
in China? As Roett notes, in a reference (0 Weber. ~cosmological. holistic 
reasoning often counu as an indic;uion that a brmrhrough toward enlight
ened thought has not raken place" (pp. 116-:1.7). Rocn:', defense of the Chi· 
nese mdirion thw consists of denying the importance of cosmology. and he 
therefore opposes Grmet's attempts to read correlative thinking as domi

nant in early C hina (p. U1). He argua, for ex:mtple. that Xunzi's cosmo
logical terminology is simply "rhetoric· (p. 230). 

But Wh2t about Han texrs! Even Roctz cannot deny that cosmology be
comes impom.nt in the Han. Perhaps not surprisingly. he has noming but 
derision for figures like Dong Zhongshu who embraced correlative cosmol
ogy_ For Raetz. Dong Z hongshu ~discards me rational view of nacure which 
Z hou philosophy had developed and Xunzi had brought co completion~ (p. 

a31). As a consequence. Dong Zhongshu marks the point at which Confu
cianism returns to ~superstition ~! ~EthjcaJly as well as cognirively it (Confu

cianism) f.ills back on a level which the axial age philosophers had once over
come~ (p. 231). Like Weber. Raetz defines correlative cosmology in terms of 

a lesser form of rationalization-a lower position on the yardstick. The only 
difference is that since Raea argues that a trarucendentaJ breakthrough oc
curred earlier. he sees the resurgence of correlative chinking as a regression. 

Why did the Chinese lapse:' Or. when put in terms of me entire history 
of China. why did China not achieve me full rationalizarion mat Raetz, fol
lowing Weber. thinks occurred in the West~ Raeu; concludes with an ex

planation of this ~discrepancy between the original potentia] and the acrual 

historical development of China- (p. a75). Ultimately. me problem. as Raea: 
sees it. is that Confucianism failed to develop because the tension it posited 
between convention and mor:ali£Y (Ii and Ttn) wa.s wnot expressed in a tren
chant manner- (p. an). What is amazing about ~his argwnent is how similar 

it is to Weber's. [n essence. Raetz is arguing that the problem with Con
fucianism is that it failed to maintain as extreme a tension between morality 
and convention as it should have. Moreover. since Raetz agrees that correla
rive cosmology is nonrational. he argues that once correlative cosmology be
comes dominant in the Han, cognition fell to a lower. nontranscendental 
level. Thus, despite all his discuuions of transcendence, Raetz is still com-
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mitted to claiming the same comparative point we have seen repeatedly 
(even if valued differently by different thinkers) since Weber: the Chinese 

tradition &iled to achieve the motivating tensions.so impomnt to the West. 

Method o f Analysis 

At the center of much of the secondary literarure sketched above srand the 
cosmological texu of me Warring States and Han. The question is how to 
read these texts. Weber. as well as mose who advocated a generally evolu

tionist lTamework. present cosmological models as part of an attempt to ra
tionalize an existing magicaJ, theistic, animistic worldview. Correlative cos
mology was thus a shift roward rationality and naruralism. even if it 

unfortunately retained many of the earlier magical notions. In Raet'Z's vari
ant of this model, rational naturalism (with a cosmological wrhetoric~) devel
oped in early China, but then correlative cosmology arose in a throwback to 

an earlier, nonrationaJ stltge of development. However. the emphasis within 
this paradigm is on the shift from theism ro n2ruralism. 

The advocates of the cul tural-essentialist model. on the other hand. hold 
[hat these cosmological texts are indicative of a set of underlying as5ump

tions in early China. Figures as diverse as Granet. Mote, Chang. Grah2m, 
and Hall and Ames hold that even if cosmologic21 systems did not emerge 
until the third cenrury BC. {hey are nonetheless representlttive of a general 
~Chinese~ way of thinking. In this view. theism never existed in China

even in the Bronze Age. According to these interpretations. China and 
Greece (indeed, all of the West) are distinguished by f2dically different 

cosmologies-the Western tradition being defined in terms of {among other 
things) a disjunction between man and god. and me Chinese assuming an 
inherent correlation and link.age. 

As I will argue below, some of the material on self-diviniurion may force 
us to rethink both these lTameworks. The complex issues concerning the 
word spirit (,hen itII) in early Chinese textS are an example.)? As I discuss at 

lengrh in this book, the term is used to describe both spiriu who reside 

)7. WUJ.ud Petttson ("Making Conncaiom: p. 104) h.as suggc:md fr:msl:atirlg.hm ... "nu
Ulino,ity: a word th.at does capture lhe adjec:tival Kme of wn quile wdI. HowtYtr. lhe 
nomin.:al foron "numen" work. poorly fo describe wn when it ref ttl to spid". In this work. I 

will therefore comin"" [0 lIIiliu lhe cO<1l<1lon transLll ions of shtn as "Ipit ill Or "divinitie,: 
whtn IUed in the nominal form, and "Ipiritual" and "diyint" whtn wed irIthe adjec:tiyal . Such 

Irafltl:alioll' allow one 10 mOTe c.uily (O"""Y the Ihin, dlat appea~ ill tl~ arly lUll. 
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above and possess direct powers over natural phenomena and refined fomu 
of qi within humans. 

O n the question of how to account for these twO meanings of the term 
.w,." Hall and Ames have argued that "with the appearance of any given 
character in the text, the full seamless range of meanings is inrroduced." 
Our task as readers is "to reconstitute the several meanings of any term as an 
integrated whole::M This means that we must strive to understand the im

plications of a worldvlc:w in which sbc,., can simultaneously contain both 
meanings: 

Sbm, for example, is a compla nodon. meaning as it does both "hu~ spirituality," 
and "divinity." She,., does noc $Dllldi"'~J mean "human spirituality," and $DlllerillltJ "di
vinity." It always mealU both of these, and moreover, it is our business co cry and 
underat:l.nd philosophically how it u n mean boch. \V}u.c a.re the implicatiolU of chis 
particular range of maninp: where hummity and divinity arc concinuous~19 

In other words, the dual meaning of the term reveals a way of thinking in 
which humanity and divinity arc continuous, and the job of the analyst is to 

reconsttuct that way of thinking. T heir argument continues: "How docs this 
factor into the familiar formula, rillll"'" heyi-the continuity between tillll 

(Heaven] and the human worJdf"40 Or, as they PUt it elsewhere: "We may 

wonder whar the faCt thar the single term lhe,., can mean both 'divinity' and 
'human spirituality' in the classical Chinese language revca.ls about Chinese 
rc.1igiousness."41 

In contrast, I argue in the chapters that follow that the term ,hell docs ,.,ot 
mean both "human spirituality" and "divinity." The term hn was used ex

clusively in the Bronze Age to refer to divinities. It was not until me War

ring States period thac the term came to be applied to substances within 
humans, and this was P;lrt, I will argue, of an ;lttempt to redefine the tcm\ 

for specific pUrpoKS. It did not, therefore. represent an assumpcion m;lt 
"humanity and divinity are continuous." Rather. it involved a claim to dut 

effect-;l claim that was strongly contested throughout the entire early pe
riod. I ;lm noc sure what the dual meanings of the term would in themselves 
tc.ll us ;lbout "Chincsc" religiousness. But if. instead of trying [0 reconstruct a 

"Chin esc" lIiewpoinc, we sec the existence of different meanings as indic;ltive 

}S. Hall and Ames, ni..su"lfro,., I~ Hu, pp. ~16-J7. 
39· Jbid., p. l16. 
40. Ibid., p. ~11. 

41. Hall a.nd Ames, Allricifl"i"l OK ..... p. n6. 
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of specific arguments ;ldvanced within ;l p;lrticulu historical context. then 
they may relleal ;l great deal. In other words, instClld of trying to -reconsti
rure che several meanings of any term as an integrated whoie,- r will work to 

reconstruCf the debate within which these nrious meanings were developed 
and contested. 

I emphasize this point to underline one of the cenrra! dangers of contras
tive approaches such as that of Hall and Ames. Building such ;l contrastive 

framework requires uking particulat texts out of context and reading them 
u assumptions of the entire culrures being compared. And. in tha particular 
case. restoring that context: allows us both to provide a historical account of 
why such S[;l[emenrs were nude ;lnd to restore the prollocative power that 

such st;ltements would have held at the rime. To reduce them to being sim
ply examples of;l common Chinese W;ly of thinking makes it impossible for 
us to recoller the cultural potency that such d;lims possessed. 

In short, I w;lnt to restore the historical power of such sratemenrs by ask

ing Why would humans claim they could become spirits~ How were such 
claims re;ld at the time~ And what is the culrur;ll history of such claims

What happened when people $;lid such things. ;lnd what happened when 
others opposed them! As we will sec. chese questions became m;ljor issues of 

stare policy and practice by the early imperial period. 
Similarly. an evolutionary perspectille on the changing meaning of ,hcn

as a shift from a m;lgical to a naturalistic/ rationalistic/ humanistic world
view-creates problems as welL Unlike a cultural-essentialist ;lpproach, the 

evolution;lry perspective recognizes that ;l significant shift did occur in the 
perceived relations between humans and spirits over thiJ period. But ignor
ing the contexts in which specific claim.s were made in favor of a universal 
yardstick risb the ume kind of misundcrsanding as the cultural-esscnrialist 

model Even if one wanted to uscrt a universal yardstick of rationality. it 
would be mCllningless to assess the rationality or lack thereof of a gillen CCxt 
unlCS5 one firSt, at the minimum. ascertained the contemporary meaning of 

the text. 
Moreoller. the advocates of this model see the emergence of a correlative 

cosmology that links humans with divine forces as a development towllrd a 
fully r;ltionalisric perspective, bur one unfonunately coo mired in the earlier 
m;lgical worldview to mnk a complete brca.lcthrough tow;lrd rationality. 

Ellen Raea. who argues th;lt a mnscendental breakthrough did occur in 
Warring States China. bclielles thu Chinesc thinkers failed to develop the 
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kind of tension with the world thar occurred in the West. Accordingly. a full 

clc:vdopmenr of rationality was hindered. Beyond the obvious dangers of 

reading another ,wrure according to a universal yardstick of rationality. one 
of the immc:d.i.ue implications of such 2n approach is mat it binds the ana

lyst to de-emphasizing tensions in the early tens: claims about the continu

ity between humans and divinities in W:arring Srares textS are explained 
away u (00 mired in 2n earlier m<llgical view of continuity. The analyst is 
thus commirred co finding an :assumption of continuity buween humans 

and divinities in the Bronze Age as well. for only in this way can one explain 

the inability oHner thinkers [0 move further towud ;I morc rational world· 
view. Like the cuirural·essenri.;Jjsr approach. then. [he framework again 

forces the analyst to see a Jack of tension between humans and diviniries as a 
guiding theme in early China, even if the analyst does see a shift from an ear· 
lier ~animistic· or ·magical~ worldview to a correluive one. 

Both frameworks, then, rest on remarkably similar foundations. Both rest 
on seeing a fundamental dichotomy between China and [he West, and both 

define that difference in very similar ways, Either (in negative terms) C hina 
did not manifest the tensions found in the West, or (in positive terms) it 
mainrained a norion of conrinuiry between humans and divine powers lost in 

the West. The differences simply come down to whether this distinction is 
worked out on a contrastive model (with China and the West holding op
posing .wumpcions) or on a developmenral line (with China and the West 

occupying different positions on the yardstick). 
In contrast to both these frameworks. I will attempt to provide a full his

rorical srudy of the relarions of humans, spiriu, and the cosmos from the 

Bronze Age to the early Han. I will read the texts in question as claims. and 
my goal will be to reconstruct the contexts in which these claims were mean
ingful. I will argue thu we cannot understand early Chinese cosmology until 

we understand why certain figu res presented cosmological arguments, what 
they were reacting to, and what impact their claims had at me time. J thus 
build on the recent. important work of Nathan Sivin, John H enderson, and 
Wang Aihe to argue for a hisrorical understanding of cosmology.42 

In short, J am recommending thu we dispense with both of the &ame
works discu~d above-both the conrrastive and me evolutionary models. 

41. See Sivin, "SUIt. Co,mOl, 1nd Body in the Lan Three Cemuria B.C:: HencU:rlOIl. 
TIlt Dmiopmtnl uti Dtclinr ojo,j"eJt COJ",lIioo: Wans Aihe, a..",%D ~"J Pllilfi(<I/ Cwlrwrc 1ft 
E.!rlyOjllOl. 
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We should instead work toward a more nuanced approach in which we 

make no II priori assumprions regarding single stuemenrs made in single 
texts and the significance of individual claims. Once this is done, and once 
we move away from a commitment ro seeing a lack of tension between hu

mans and divinities as a guiding theme in early China. we may discover a 
rich, and perhaps more troubled, world of debue concerning humans, di· 
viniries, and sacrificial practice than previous analyses have accUlitomed us to 

expect &om Chinese texes. 
This methodological point is relevant as well to the question of how we 

should organiu the analysis of these texu. AJ should be dear from the re

current references in the secondary literature to ·schools of thought
H 

in early 
China-such as Confucianism or Daoism-many scholars have organized 
their studies in [erms of such categories. I would argue, in contrast, that me 

aaempc to categorize teXtS in terms of schools is usually unhelpful and often 
misleading: rather, our concern should be to explicate the claims of each text 
within the debates of the time.4J Discussion of these cJajms in terms of a 

·schoot is seldom heipfuJ.44 Even when dealing with a teX[ that explicitly 
posits itself within a defined textual tradition, the analyst should seek to un
derstand how such a textual tradition is being posited and what claims are 

being made through that positing. 
All these interpretive strategies- reading in terms of schools, essential· 

izcd definitions of culrure, evolutionary frameworks-have the consequence 

of erasing the unique power that particular claims had ar the time. My strat
egy is. instead, to contextualiu through a different approach: to ask why 
statements are made in particular situations, to understand the cultural sig. 

nificance they would have had at the time, and to work out the historical 

consequences of the ensuing debates. 
But my goal is not to discredit the we of comparative terminology by 

simply pointing out the obvious lack of fit between me indigenous categories 

4J. For :on eudlenl critique of the we of the ~acegory "D~oiam: see Smn. "On the Word 
T a.mm :u a Soutee of Perpkxiry: Smn milia I rdued, and cquaIly powerfUl. crir.ique oCthe 
Utegot)' or "Nl{uralilU": see "1bc Myth of the NalUralilU: in his MrtlitilW', PfHJ.",pb" uti 

Rt/ipn;~ AIItit>If 0,;114, pp. '-n. 
44. W ith [he e>laplion of Confucianism ~nd Mohism, many of the "schools' into which 

urly ChineK though, is often Cltcgorizoe<i fim appear in our ra:civcd le>ltI in the uny 
-raozhi: by Sima Tan (d. no 8C). AI Kidder Smith ("Sima Tan and lhe Invention of 010' 
ism, 'ugalism: el celeu") nu convincingly Ihown, many o{rhde 'schoolJ" were invented by 
Sima Tan and Irc therefore of quellion~b1e applicabili'y for d~U1IiolU of pre-Han lUll. 
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and the comparative terms-a point chat could of course be made for any 

culture. On the contrary. I th ink comparative work can be very helpful, and 

I see my work as helping to develop.:l. compar;!civt framework. Ultimately. I 
hope (0 show mar an alternative: form of ,uINta! analysis man has hereto

fore been pracriced with these texts will aid in developing beettr comparative: 

methodologies. In particular. I will build on a number of recent works in an

thropology to argue for a somewhat different appruach to me srudy of early 

China; in tum, the: material on early China may help us [ 0 rechink issues in 
the anthropologicallirerature as well 

Oudine: 

In Chapter I , I uriliu paleographic materials and received rexes to discuss 

che: complexities of ritual practices in che Bronze Age dealing with divinities. 

I analyze changes in notions of the n,:l[Ure: of spirits and. ancestors, as well as 

the rituals relating to both groups. r question several of the dominilm mod

els for Olnalyzing this material Olnd ugue thOlt, conrrOlry co most interpretOl

tions, these documena revul Ol highly Olgonistic world, in which divine pow

ers were perceived to be COlpricious Olnd in which humOlns were in the 

position of trying. within their limited Olbilicies, to utilize sOlcrifices Olnd divi

nOltions to understand;md influence the spirit world. More specifically. I ar

gue chOlt chere is Oln overriding concern in chese mOlterials to Olnthropomor

phize the d ivine. Building on the work of David Keighdey, I cuce the 

attempa, through ritual puctices. to make che spirits into ancestors who 

could then be arrOlngcd intO Ol hieruchy Olfld directed co work on behalf of 

the living to obcOlin suppon for the non-Olflcescr.a.i spiria u well 

C hOlprer 2. focuses on the emergence, during the Warring States period, 

of numerous attempa co bypass the dominOlflt modes of orientation toward 

the world of spiri cs (involving. Olmong other things, divinOltion Olfld sacrifice) 

through practices of seif-cuirivOltion. The advocOltes of these practices begln 
aniculating new definitioru of che nOlture of spirits Olfld of humOlfliry Olnd the 

relatioruhip between che two. More precisely. these Ol n iculatioru were Olt

tempes [0 reduce the d istinction between hurTWlS Olnd spirits Olnd co argue 

chu, through proper pnctices, one can Olttain powers compOlr.l.ble to those 

possessed by spirits and that one could disperue with divinuion and suri

fices. InsceOld of Olnthropomorphizing the divine, humOlru, through self
cultivOltion, could themselves become ru wel1-~Iike spirits.~ 
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I also critique in detail the argument, made for both China and Greece, 

that such movements-which I refer to as ~self-divinization movements-

u ose through Ol re-reOlding of earlier shamanistic pnctice. I develop a com

parison with early Greece ;md argue for Olfl approOlch to analyzing relatioru 

between hullWlS and divine powers in early Greece and China different 

&om the ones that have thus f:le been influential in sinology. 

In Chapter }. I look in detail at the rise of so-called nOlturalisric philoso

phy in Mencius Olfld ZhtlOlRgzi. I argue agairut a reading of these texa as 

representing either an wumption concerning the inherent continuiry be

tween humans Olfld H eaven in early China or a shift nom Olfl Olflimistic reli 

gion to a more rational worldview. On the contrary, as I hope to show, these 

teXTS should be read as statements in the contemponry debate over the p0-

tentially divine powers of humans, and both texts contain attempa co think 

through the implicOltions of such cbims for the relations of humOlfls and 

Heaven. If humans can indeed become spirits and can indeed gain divine 

powers, chen should they still accept the commands of a potentially capri

cious H eaven? Both Zhuangzi and Mencius answer th is question in the af

firmative, although in different WOlyS. In opposition to the way these figures 

are usually read, I argue that the (exu of Mencius Olfld ZhtlOlRgzi reveal the 

tremendous tensions emerging at chis time between Heaven and man. 

In Chapter 4, I turn to a study of correbrive cosmology. I argue that the 

emergence of correbtive systems in the late Waning Sates period wu di

rectly rebred to the emergence of much stronger claims of self-djvinization. 

In contrast to the satements in fourth -century IIC texes thac humans can at

tOlin powers comparable to those possessed by spirits. by the third century 

IIC numerous figures bevn to cbim to possess techniques thar enable them 

to become spirits.. 

In making this argument. I propose an alternative approach to reading 

early Chinese correbtjve thinking. If. as discussed above, Granet sought to 

explicate Chinese correlative thinking through a reconstruction of·Chinese 

thinking.- Graham tried to do so by positing correlative thinking ;u a univer

sal mode of human thought. They disagree, in other words, on the relation

ship of early Chinese correbtive thinking to contemporary observers: Granet 

emph;ui:zed difference, G raham similariry. But both Granet ;md Graham 

hope to explain why cosmology would have seemed natural in urly China. 

And my disagreement with boch of their approaches begins here, I argue, 

building on the pointS discussed in Chapters 2. and }, chat cosmology was in 
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faCt (Quntuintuirivt in early China. Not only did it arise late (as Graham COf

reedy points out), it arose in direct opposition [0 the sacrificial practices 

dominant .at the rime. Correlative thinking emerged OI.S :l language of critique 

agairut me dominant nonons of the time, and it remained ",language of cri
tique and opposition cluoughout the early imperial period. 

To develop chis argument, I analyze numerous late Warring SUtes eexts 
in full. I also review the amhropologicalliteracure on sacrifice 2nd cosmology 

that has betn so influential in sinological discussions of Chinese correlative 

thinking and argue that a somewhat different reading of that liter.nure. par
ticularly of Graner and Claude Levi·Strauss, will allow for an alternative. 

and in my opinion more convincing. understanding of Chinese correlative 
thought. 

Chapter s is a study of the large literarure on spirit journeys and ascen

sion from early China. Although this literarure has usually bc:en read as a 

survival of shamanism, I argue in contrast that it makes sense only when 

placed within the historical contexrs sketched in Chapters :1 through 4. In 

particular. several of the texts represent an attempt (Q develop self

divinizarion c4ims to argue that humans not only can become spirits bur 

also can kave their body altogether and ascend [0 the heavens. The goal of 

Chapter s is to analyze these clainu in depth and see precisely why they were 

bc:ing advanced at the rime. 

Ch:apt"er 6 rums to Qin :and carly Han COUrt practices. I reconstruct as

pecu of the s:acrificw system and imperi.a.l ideology of the Qin and early 

Han COUtu and an.alyu the reasons for the prominence of JanE'hi (masters of 

formulas) at the courtS of the First Emperor and Emperor Wu of the H:an. 

My main interest in chis chapter is to investigate the emergence during this 

period of theomorphic claims of rulership and the resulting debates that 

arose concerning the emperor's proper relationship to the world of spirirs. I 
reconstruct the historic.al complexity of these vuious stances over the counc 

of the Qin :and early Han empires to show both the rise of theomorphic 
forms of rulership and the reaction against it. 

I also crace the intensifiarlon of effortS by various offici.a.l.s to develop 

correl.1tive models during mis period. I focus in p:arcicular on Lu jia, who 

strongly :advocated following the transmitted texu of the ancient S.1ges. Lu 

Jia rumed to correlative models to critique both the dominant imperial ide

ology :and the v:arious self-divini:z:uion claims that were becoming increas

ingly popular among the carly H:an elite: by arguing that the cOlmOl conllsts 
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of spontaneous procC$SCS and patterns, not directed by spirits at :all, Lu J ia 

:and o thers like him could deny the theistic underpinnings of much of early 

H:an elite culture. If spirirs do not control n:atura.l phenomena, then both the 

theomorphic pretensions of the emperors and the claims of :autonomy made 

by some practitioners of self-divini:zacion could be opposed. 
Chapter, is an in-depth srudy of the cosmologies preseored in several 

chapters of the Huainanzi, which build on the ascension and self-divinization 

literatures to argue fo r a cosmos populated by theomorphic humans :and :an

thropomorphic gods. I analyze why these cosmologics were being presented 

and wh:ar claims were being m:ade. J also discuss the continuing proliferation 

of self-diviniz.uion movements during the early H:an and trace the various 

appeals thu were made for such powers, explicating why they became so 

prominent during this period. 
Chapter 8 srudics the shifts in the impcri.a.l S.1crificial system from the time 

of Emperor Wu to the late first century IC in response to the contemporary 

debuts over how the system should operate. I analyze Emperor Wu's cre:a

t ion of a new S.1crificial system bued upon Taiyi (rhe Great One), as well as 

Dong Z hongshu's and Sima Qian's critiques of the emperor. I then investi

gate why, in 31 IC, the impetial court embr:aced the :arguments of the Til -ius, 

:abolished significanr portions of its S.1crificw system, and PUt in pl:ace a new 

set of S.1crifices to H eOlven and E:arth. These new S.1crifices were based in ~rr 

on a particular re:adiog of documents concerning the s:acrificw sysrem of the 

Wcstern Zhou. I seek to discern the significance dut had come to be usoci
ated with these VOifious S.1crificial rites and to expl:ain the reasons for this shift 

in sacrifici.a.l practice. I argue that the shift was in ~rt:a reaction to the cl:ainu 

of autonomy th:at h:ad developed in the self-divini:z:ation movemenu. Al

though these movements h:ad themselves flourished in reaction to the theo

morphic presentations of the early Han COUrt, the claims of aUtonomy that 

came to be :associated with these movements were seen as highly dangerous 

:and ultimately provoked:a strong shift in COUrt policies. 
The new sacrificial system put in place at the end of the first century IC 

involved a rejection of :any cla.inu ro sclf-diviniutjon or theomorphism on 

the pOift of humans. Humans and Heaven were posited as normatively 

correlated with each other, but they were also distinguished, with each given 

irs proper sphere of :activity. Divine kingship was rejected; the ruler was 

defined as human. There:after, self-diviniz:ation and ascension c:ame to be 

usociated with millenari:an movements opposing the imperial court. 
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